Morena. I’m really pleased to be here.
Today I will explain how I use important ideas in public health and disability to create a
strong advocacy model for use in the Christchurch rebuild.
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I’ll talk about three things:
First, a Health in All Policies approach (public health)
Second, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
And third, combining these to help make the city I love become more accessible and
inclusive for everyone.
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I’ll start (and finish) with the location.
The city of Christchurch is itself an inspiration.
Of course, Christchurch, was long known as the Garden City.
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But that all changed in 2010 and 2011.
It is now very different.
Johnny’s presentation covered the major changes, and their impact on people with
mobility disabilities.
Essentially, the city was flattened, homes damaged and destroyed, transport became
difficult or impossible for many.
I recall saying that overall, many disabled people’s lives got much smaller.
And we know that barriers to access are barriers to wellbeing.
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Of course there were challenges for people with disabilities in Christchurch before the
earthquakes
Here is an example of the added new challenges.
But we also had huge opportunities presented by the earthquakes.
We could build back better. We could take advantage of having a flat city.
We could repair and replace all those houses, businesses and public buildings with state
of the art accessibility features.
We could decide that everyone is valued, and show that everyone is welcome by how
we rebuild our city.
We could make it amazing.
But how to do this?
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Well, we need to start at the top. There is no way that previous advocacy approaches to
improved accessibility, which tended to be small scale and localized, would work.
It was not about individual intersections, but about developing a disability-friendly
intersection design policy.
It was about the rules that would govern the rebuild, and whether disability issues
would have any role to play.
So I looked to the public health approach some may know as healthy public policy.
In 2014 I became a Health in All Policies Advisor at the Community and Public Health
division of the Canterbury District Health Board.
I was to advise on health, in all policies. Hmmm.
I learned that my health in all policies team mates were working to search out and
infiltrate key policies and projects outside health, and meddle in them so that health and
wellbeing become a key focus.
This is part of an international movement championed by the World Health Organisation
and other important bodies, and Christchurch is a leader in using the Health in All
Policies approach in New Zealand.
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We often use this picture to show how people’s lives are affected by much more than
personal characteristics and health services.
This is called taking a social determinants approach. People are at the centre.
The rainbow categories include the global ecosystem, natural environment, built
environment, people’s activities, the local economy, community and lifestyle.
With Health in All Policies, we try to influence those sectors that make a difference to
people – all the rainbow categories. This means we look at things like housing, transport,
public parks and buildings, education and employment.
We put a lot of emphasis on evidence, use the Treaty to frame our work, and focus on
equity, and the removal of barriers, which this next picture shows really well.
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People are attending a baseball game. I will read the text:
Health in All Policies is about removing barriers, in any sector, that get in
the way of people achieving their potential.
https://www.cph.co.nz/your-health/health-in-all-policies
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Now I want to turn to the Convention. All 28 Pages.
I wondered if we could use this important statement of rights as a goal for healthy public
policy? That might be a way to make the Convention real.
I’ve tried this approach and reflected on the strengths and weaknesses of going down
this road.
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I rely on the Convention frequently in my work. It is a clear statement of what is
important to the lives of disabled people, sets out a strong vision, holds high status, and,
importantly, has been adopted by and sets out rights obligations in New Zealand.
However, due to its length, I struggle to summarise it or show it graphically
I note it being used frequently in disability policy and planning documents, but rarely
elsewhere. EVEN THE so called HEALTH AND DISABILITY SECTOR, where my health
colleagues often have no knowledge of the Convention or how it applies.
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As a result, I’d argue that there is unrealised potential for the Convention.
We’ve seen that Health in All Policies is an approach that focuses on social determinants
of health and wellbeing
The Convention essentially provides a detailed definition of the prerequisites to health
and wellbeing.
We know that disabled people are disadvantaged in many spheres of life – employment,
education, housing, transport etc. – and show lower overall health and wellbeing. That’s
not good enough and requires change.
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So I developed ways to integrate Health in All Policies with disability issues.
In parentheses, you can see how I take the mainstream Health in All Policies approach
(Rob Quigley, Consultant) and apply it to my work in disability.
Read out.
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In the remaining time I will give you three examples of how I have applied this approach.
First, to make the Convention real we need to explain a complex set of issues in a way
that people can understand.
I am constantly amazed at the deep lack of understanding that BARRIERS TO ACCESS ARE
BARRIERS TO WELLBEING, especially among those who are designing the new
Christchurch.
How to communicate the importance of this to an audience outside the disability
sector? As I’ve said, the Convention struggles as a communication tool.
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So I was thrilled in 2014 when I came across the Australian VicHealth document called
Enabling Health. The most important part for me was the graphic that used a Health in
All Policies perspective in the disability context.
You can see that this ‘rainbow’ is like the classic public health one I showed earlier, but it
puts people with a disability in the centre. It shows the key determinants of health –
many shared with the general public but others – like marginalisation, discrimination etc.
– add to the challenges.
It was the perfect starting point for me try to explain ‘what I was on about’.
In the absence of a Convention graphic, I used this one all the time. I’m sure people in
Christchurch are sick of me bringing a pile of copies to hand out.
But then, my boss’s boss challenged me to bring this all together specifically for the
Christchurch rebuild.
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So I came up with this. Called my Building for All Portal, as a way to graphically show
information that could (and should) inform the rebuild.
Sorry it is hard to read and I have copies you can have, or find it online.
https://www.healthychristchurch.org.nz/priority-areas/urban-design/building-for-allportal
The centre of the graphic is the goal: Christchurch being the most liveable city in the
world for people of all ages and abilities. The remainder identifies relevant factors that
need to be considered. They map pretty well to the Convention and to the Vic Health
graphic.
Cleverly, on the web, you can click on any of these boxes and it will take you to a list of
relevant documents.
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The next level out from the centre is the principles, taking a broad public health view,
and including universal design.
The next level out are the existing written guidelines about creating environments that
remove barriers for disabled people.
The outer ring lists the main settings in which accessibility needs to be considered for
Christchurch to be accessible and inclusive.
Finally, the whole things sits on the ‘fact bank’ – a collection of technical documents
about disability, like statistical, demographic and economic reports.
So the first strategy is about communication, helping people (decision-makers)
understand how their decisions can contribute to realising the Convention, or get in the
way of that.
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The second Health in All Policies strategy is about relationships – searching high and low
for people who can help.
Who understand or can be convinced that applying a disability lens (really a Convention
lens) to their work is worth the effort for everyone to benefit..
I’ve listed the various ways this has happened, depending on the circumstances.

Form relationships
Invite yourself everywhere
Find like minded people
Have something to offer
Help make linkages, connections
Collaborate
Writing submissions
Use evidence
Do presentations at every opportunity
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When I think about the relationships I have developed, they are a virtual team of
disability ‘experts’, who I can work with, to approach and convince those other ‘experts’
who are so important in rebuilding a city like the council, planners, architects, etc.
When I do this, I make an effort to:
Understand what they do
Identify areas they could improve
Advise on this (Building for All Portal)
Get involved
Give clear and consistent messages that are Convention driven
And make the link between accessibility and participation, health and wellbeing
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I’ve called the third strategy Delve.
In order to be credible, I need to delve into some technical issues, sometimes deeply.
I’ll give an example
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Problem: many mobility vans cannot fit into car park buildings – the
Building Code’s 2.1m minimum height is too low.
It is an issue because it affects health, wellbeing, participation, equity
The Convention link is clear - Articles relating to accessibility, community
inclusion and participation, personal mobility, and more
Solution it turns out can be the District Plan – an important set of rules set
by Councils that get reviewed periodically and can be changed
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So what did I do?
Started with a colleague who had a planning background, as the District Plan requires
very specialised knowledge.
She was able to tell me where in the Plan, among the thousands of pages, the
requirement for 2.1 m clearance was found.
I checked NZS4121, which recommended 2.5m (but not enforceable)
I went to a Ford dealership and got the Transit specs – 2.1m not high enough, 2.5m
possible for some vehicles
Canvassed key organisations for confirmation that there are problems.
Met with friendly Council Traffic Engineer who supported my submission and together
we wrote the new text
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And here it is – The new District Plan text – the minimum clearance for new car parking
buildings is no longer 2.1m, but now 2.5!
Now it’s only for the car park buildings OUTSIDE the Central Business District, as that
was controlled tightly by the government and not able to be changed.
So it is a small victory, but sets a precedent.
It would be great if others took this up across NZ.
For me, it is the Convention in action.
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Take away messages to using the Convention to influence policy:
Know your convention
Hold it in your head
Apply it wherever you can (even if secretely – some outside the disability sector push
back)
Go forth, don’t be afraid to infiltrate
Because embedding the Convention in policies will help make it real.
Thank you.
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